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Client: Jack Worley
Counselor: Kathy Geissler
Project: Workstation Modification for Barber

Background - Client currently works as a barber in Winder, Georgia. He has a progressing problem with standing due to an accident that injured an Achilles tendon and also due to severe arthritis. CRT was asked to examine ways the client could continue in his barber's job while remaining off his feet for the majority of the day.

Action - A. J. Bradshaw of the CRT traveled to Winder, Georgia on August 21, 1984 to observe client at his work. The client runs his own shop and uses a traditional adjustable height, rotating barber's chair. His sink and equipment tray are within a 42" proximity of the chair. After observing the client cutting hair, it was determined that the job could be performed from a stationary sitting position, given a properly sized chair.

Recommendations

1) Purchase client an adjustable height, swiveling drafting chair with arm and foot rests. The seat should be adjustable to a 32" minimum height. The chair should have casters to allow movement without standing.

2) Raise sink to approximately 34" so it is accessible while sitting in the chair.

3) Install a handrail approximately 36" high behind work area to allow client repositioning of chair without standing by pulling himself along the handrail.
Evaluation

The counselor was contacted October 30, 1984 by A. J. Bradshaw to evaluate the effectiveness of the recommended modifications. The counselor informed us that the drafting chair was working extremely well and that the client was pleased. He is now able to perform most tasks involved with barbering while seated. Recommendations 2 and 3 have yet to be implemented. It was left to the client to implement Recommendations 2 and 3 if needed at a later date.

This project is complete and can be billed.

A. J. Bradshaw